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Samindo New Fleet Ready to Operate
Jakarta, 4 June 2018 - PT Samindo Resources Tbk ("The Company"), an integrated coal miningservices company in Indonesia, is seriously increasing its production capacity by purchasing heavyequipment. As previously stated, in 2018 the Company boosted capital expenditure by 300% more thanlast year. It is intended to increase the Company's operational capacity. From USD 13.8 million CAPEXallocated by the Company in 2018, all are used for the purchase of heavy equipment. The companyplans to add 10 units of dump trucks and 1 unit excavator. Currently the heavy equipment has landedand ready to fully operate.Since the decline in coal prices for the several years, the Company has temporarily delayed the purchaseof heavy equipment. The rise in coal prices since last year automatically pushed coal operators to raisetheir production levels. In addition, since last year the Company has also booked a new contract withBayan group. The new contract automatically requires additional new tools to support operations.As the Company's commitment to provide the best service, the Company consistently monitor the latesttechnology developments in coal industry. The implications can be seen from the heavy equipmentimported with the latest technology. One of them is the performance recording feature. It is useful to getdata related to the performance of the equipment during operation. Since two years ago the Companyhad implemented Maintenance Management System, which is an early warning system related to theperformance of heavy equipment. The more sophisticated recording system that is owned by the newheavy equipment would be very helpful to complete an analysis on the heavy equipment performance."Previously we needed additional tools to access data related to dump truck performance, with this newtechnology we can quickly access the data by using USB drive" said Zaki, Investor Relations Samindo."In addition to the Bayan project, we are currently aggressively looking for new contracts, thereforegradually we continue to increase our operational capacity" added Zaki.
PT Samindo Resources Tbk in a GlimpsSamindo Resources is an investment holding company with core competency in coal mining service forwaste removal and coal getting, coal hauling and geological mapping & drilling. As an investmentholding company, Samindo run the 4 production activities through 4 subsidiaries i.e. PT SIMS JayaKaltim, PT Trasindo Murni Perkasa, PT Samindo Utama Kaltim and PT Mintec Abadi.
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